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About This Game

Moonfall Ultimate is a 2D side-scrolling, action-RPG, set in an industrial gothic universe. Hack, slash and cast your way through
a treacherous hand-painted world. Moonfall Ultimate is a new and improved version of the original "Moonfall" game and now

features a 2-player Couch Co-op mode and an Endless Arcade mode!

Choose your class and upgrade your gear with metroidvania-style exploration and a focus on strategic real-time combat.

Discover a story of The Empire, a once small kingdom now under threat from so-called Savages. They hunt a mysterious
element known as Lunarium which resides in The Empire and you, a dauntless recruit, must protect the land at the front line.
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Beautifully hand-painted 2D graphics full of detail and dark atmospherics.

Play the Campaign or Endless Mode solo or grab a friend with the 2-player couch co-op support.

Three character classes with unique active and passive abilities. Choose Vanguard, Elementalis or Shadow to suit your
play style.

A sturdy levelling system and in-game economy which gives access to over 80 unique items. Fight, collect and upgrade!

Action-packed combat system provides a diverse choice of dealing damage. A suitable strategy is the key to success.

13 open-ended and fully explorable levels with elements of the metroidvania genre and packed with quests, boss fights
and notes expanding the lore.

Over 60 tiered enemies, each with their own unique attack and defensive attributes.
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Title: Moonfall Ultimate
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Fishcow Studio
Publisher:
Wales Interactive
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD3000 series, 256 MB of memory

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This game is not very good. It feels absolutely clunky, like an alpha or something. Very much not a finished product. The
artwork is very nice, though...not so much the animations. Maybe if this game was like $1 it would be worth it. I'm going to
have recommend passing on this one, guys and gals, which saddens me, as I was really hopeful for this title.
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